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Religious Broadcasting as Aliernative TV: An Initial:

Assessment of Potential Utilisation of the Christian

Broadcasting..Retwork Alternative

The past few years have,witnessed the development of. a.distinct

programming alternative to traditional TV entertainment fare.. The

alternative, essentially evangelical/Christina in nature, is offered,
.

by the rapidly expanding Christian Broadcast Natwork.X To what extent

can attrsctively and professionally packaged religious programs

compete with the three major networks for sizable segments of the
0

viewing public? Theories of media usage and cognitive psychology

point to the potential success of this alternative type of programm

lug. This paper presents an empi'rical assfssment,of such a prediction.

Three related nedia: usage theories _suggest that exposure dec-

isions are a function of satisfaction with the.content offered and

gratifications derived from the exposure experience. The uses and

/I
g atifications literature suggests that mass media audiences generallt

arwactive and intentional in their media pursuits. Such research.)

The Christian Broadcast Network is an independent corporation which
broadcasts over its four privately owned stations and over 210 other
stations throughout the country by purchasing broadcast time. Owning .

Its own satellite transmitter and 60 earth stations, the ultimate
.goal of the Christian Broadcast Network is to become a fourth network
in direct competition with the three existing networks. Programs of
the CBN are similar in format to traditional TV fare but overtly
Christian in content and message. The values presented in CBN prog-

.rams reflect the extremely fundamental and conservative segment uf
the Christian Church whIch the CBN represents. While programming is

limited at the present time to a religious style talk show called
"The 700 Club" and several educational and dramatic programs, pro-
jected Christian soap operas, news programs and prime time dramas,
situation-comedies, and variety shows are being developed in an
effort to achieve full network status.
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indicates that the media fulfill needs and are used by audiences to

gratify needs as they arise. These needs include relaxation and

Weiss 119711, Greenberg (1474)), substitute companions-

Ishii) and social contact (i.e., Nordenstreng.(1970), Blumler and

Brown (1972], Katz, Ourevitch and :Taas (1974)), tension and conflict

re'solution,(i.e.,'Kats ond Foulkes 11962]) and'information-acquiGitior

(i.e., loriry [1977] and Gants [19781). In some cases, media use.seems

to be motivated by selectivity principles..Blumler and Brown (1972)

proposed that individuals pursue the media in order to reinforce theil

personal system of values. Edelstein (19.73) suggested that social `

situations give rise to certain.values,which must be affirmed and re-

inforced.4hrough the use of congruent media. In short, the uses and

gratifications approach suggests the activo pursuit of gratifications.

at least occasionally throug# the use of tongruent media fare. The .

depoopmey model of media usage (Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur (19761)

linksi societal atructures, individual needs, and media usage patterns

and effects. This model proposes that when societal structures (in-

.

stitutions) fail to provide an adequate framework.for understanding,

actipg or escaping, the media are turned tu and depended on to,fulfil.

8110h fu.no+inns, When sootetal otructures and traditional media mess-

ages ars inadequate (not perceived as meeting dependencies), alter-

native,functional messages may be sought which relate to the need in

hand, i.e.,the messai;es sought in the media are those perceived to

fulfill and gratify the specific need which the societal structure

is perceived as being unable to fulfill. Those experiencing inadequat.

need fulfillment through societal organizations and mechanisms and

traditional media fare may seek out alternative messages offered by

alternative media organizations and/or alternative media. Himmelweit'

theory of functional equivalency (1958) examines media exposure
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patterns as they relate to the degree of satlitaotion eaah aedluaf.

pr des. Himmelweit suggested tbat with the advent of a functionally

similar but more satisfying alternative, audience usage patterns would

3

*

shift in the direction' of the alternative providing more satisfaction.

While her research focused on television as an alternative to radio,

the principle of functional equivalency ought to be in operation with-

in and across all media. Shouli alternative yontent on the same medium

or content on.alternative media be seen as functionally equivalent
4.1*

but more satisfying, viewers may spend less time with traditional con-

tent and/or media in favor of those alternatives. Finally, equilibrium

theories of cognitive.psychology (i.e., balance [Heider, l956], con-

sistency (Abelson and Rosenberg, 19581, dissonance (Festinger, 19573)

suggest that audiences, seeking cognitive cOmtgmt (balance), will use

particular media and listen to specific messaies which generally pro-

vide information consistent with their predispositions. Those digest-

isfied with the values presented on a particular program or series of

programs may seek alternatives which offer ;values more consistent with

their own perspective.

The uses and gratifications,.dependency, and functional equival-

ency models of media utilization and the more general equilibriuM

models all.suggest a functional relationship between dissatisfaction

with present programming and utilization of alternatives. In this case,

those not satisfied/gratified with present television programming be-

cause of the content and values depicted may be inclined to examine

the.Christian Broadcast Network's alternative which provides a set-Of

values more consistent with Christian ideology. In the present study,

survey data were collected to examine such a relationship.
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Telephone interviews with adults residinein a large eastern

metropolitan area were conducted March 7-21, 1979. Respondents were

selected using a systematic random Dimpling of telephone numbers from

the area's current telephone directcty. Three hundred and eight (308)

adults were interviewed, representing a completion rate of 37.1%.There

was no response for 242 nutbers (29.2%). An additional 122 numbers

(14.7%) were business phones oi. disconnected. One. hundredAnd thirty-

.two people (15.9%) refused to be interviewed. Interviewers encountered

insurmountable language problems at 12 residences (1.4%) and no ade-
.....

quate espondent at 14 others (1.7%). Elimi.nating,the disconnected nur ,

bers roduced an effective completion rate,of 43.5%. This rather mod-

*aft figure is accounted for by insufficient callbacks on numbers die-
..

f . I

':

t

t ibuted to interviewers who net.their coMpletion quota without need,-
......-

ingcr-iun through their lints several timis. Interviewers were under-

graduatevenrolled in the senior author's course "Principles and Meth..

ode of Interviewing." Each interviewer Was trained for the specifics

of this research endeavor.

To obtain an approximately 'even ratio of male and female respond. .

ants, interviewers were instructed to ask alternatively for the man/

woman of the house. However, if the desired respondent was not avail-

able, the person answering the phone (if an adult) was interviewed..

When consecutive males or females were interviewel, the interviewers

were directed to seek an equal number of the opposite sex in subse-

quent interviews. A majority (56.2%).of the sample was female. Of

those interviewed, 46.6% were younger than 40, 45% had at least some

college education, 30.7% had family incomes of at least $20,000. The

sample was overwhelmingly white (91.5%) and predominately Catholic

or Protestant (86%), A more detailed breakdown is available in Table

-
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Respondeits were-told they would be asked: for their "feelings

about teleVision in general and religious programming on TV."' The-

interview schedule itseif cOnsisted of a series of close-ended items

tapping the following: (1) satisfaction with present television prog-

ramming, (2) awareness of and expoaure to religious broadcasts, (3)

.motivatinns tor exposure to the nationally syndicated "The 700 ClW
program, and (4) potential utiliatiou or Christian-Broadcasting Net-

vork alternatives to traditional television fare,
. v

(1) Satisfaction with uresent televApion programming. Questions,

within this.section.represented.the operational components of the .

project's major independent variable. First, respondents were asked

to assess how,satisfied they were "with what's on television pow-
.

adays." Forced choices ranged from "very satisfied" to "not satisfied

at all." Following that, respondents were asked to.evaluate the qual-

ity-of morning prlgrams ("like the game shows"), afternoon programs

(like the soap operas"), and "prime time eveniUgtelevision." Re-

sponse choices for these questions were "excellent,"-"good," "fair,"

"poor," and "terrible." Perceptions of the amount of violence and sex

on television were assessed by asking respondents if tlieie was "too

much, about the right amount, or not enough" of each for their view.

ing interests. After.being reminded of the code for rating movies

(the letters G, PG, R, and X), respondents rated morning programs

("like the game shows"), afternoon programs ("like the soap operas"),

and "prime time evening TV programs." Finally, extent of agreement

with the statement "Some people say there should be a lot more cen-

sorship of TV to make it more suitable for all viewers" was ascer-

tained. Response choices ranged from "strongly agree" to "strongly

disagree."
1

:/?
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ftsee several kinds of religious programs on televisionthose that re-

,semble church services, those -thftt*featur4 a key. religious'personality

'who delivers a spiritualAmessige, those that feature c.A h leaders

in discussions about religious topics, and these tha emble talk

shows, and serve as religious spin-offs of the Johnny Carson program.

Respondents were asked if they were familiar wita each of these relic-

ious programming types. Those expressing familiarity were asked if

they had ever seen any of the programs..

(3) Motivations for exvosure to "the 700 Cluk." Those that watch-

ed "The 700 Club" at least occasionally were asked to react to a list'

6

(2) lagmese. of anst_eptms*te.to relAmiOuS bro. 'cool,. There

of reasons for watching that progrim. Response choiceS tor each of thc

following motivations ranged from "yery important" to "not important .

at all."

to be entertained by the music, singing and commenti of
the host and his guests

to get spiritual guidance and fulfillment

to be able to call in for prayers and counseling

to learn about politics and what's right and wrong in America
today

because there's nothing else on worth watching

to learn how a Christian should think in today's world

because someone else in the house is yatching it

to learn about the Bible and what it really says

to learn who to vote for and what kinds of laws to accept.

(4) Potential utilization of CBN ro rammin . Questions within

this subsection rePresented the operational components of the pro-

jects major dependent variable. Aside trom "The 700 Club," most CBN

programs are on the drawing board. As such, only intent or potential

use of the CBN alternatives could be assessed. Presently, CBN plans
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. .to produce Chrietisaftoriented lectures ant impels (to be aired opposo

ite morning game shows), soap operas (oprasite network afternoon soap

operas)inewscasts (opposite the early erening,news programs), and

drama, situation-.comedies.and variety shows (opposite prime time net-

work entertainment programming). Respondents were asked how interest-

.
ad: they would be.in each ot,those types of programs. Choices ranged

from "very interested" to "not interested at all." Those that express-
.

;
ed at least some interest,(that is, didn't choose "not interested at

all") were asked to select which proeram they would be more likely to

watch if the CHN'alteruative Ie3 e aired opposite its network/trad

itional TV counterpurt (i.e., Chr stian soap operas against network

soap operas).

ANALYSIS

There were three stages in the data analysis procedure. First,

descriptive analyses vere conduot.4.acieertaining the exteit to which

those in the sample were (a) satisfied with present TV programming,

(b) aware and exposed to religious programming currently available on

television, and (c) interested in CEN's future programming plans.

Secund, analyses were performed assessing the magnitude of relation-

ship between the measures tapping satisfaction with present programm-

ing and those tapping exposure and interest in present and potential

religioUs TV shows. Finally, regression techniques were utilized,

examining the predictive utility of the satisfaction and demographic

variables. In addition to analyses across individual items, the

correlational and regression procedures utilized indices created by

summing related items. Those indices vere:

TV program quality qUality of morning programs + quality of
afternoon programs + quality of evening
prime time programs

Extent of sex and violence perceived amount of sex and per-
.
ceived amount of violence on TV

today
9 v
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TV program rating rating of morMing programs * rating of ,

rating of afternoon programs + rating of
evening 'prime time programs

Overall satisfectionwwith present TV programming TV program
quality 40 extent of TV sex and violence +ITV'
program rating t cineral satisfaction with TV
* censorship for TV

Anterest in CBN programming interest in CBN lecture programs +
interest in CBN soap operas + interest in
CBN netscasts + interest In CHN evening prime
time drama, situttion-comedy and variety
programs

Selection of CBN alternative morning program selection + after-
noon program selectiin + early evening-news-
cast selection + evening prime time .program
selection

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysep

Satisfact.ioewithsresent t levisi n, programmim. Responsei to

questions within .this section in icate marked dissatisfaction with

present TV fare among a sisable Segment of the sample. Mgr* generally,

when &skid "How satisfied are you with what's on TV nowadays?" only
P

one in tventy (5t) reported being "very satisfied." While nearly

half (41i3$) said "somewhat .satisfied," an.equal proportion (44.310

said..."soiewhat dissatisfied." Nearly one in ten (9.0). were "very

'dissatisfied." Afternoan,programs like the soap operasivere judged

to be lowest in quality; aearly half (41.1t) of those offering eval-
.

uations felt such progrars to be either "poor" or "terrible." (Approx-
.

imatiley'one-third of ihe sample was unable to assess the quality of

morning and afternoon,programs. Almost :the entire sample evaluated

the quality of prime time prograa 0 Morning TV fare *like the game

shows was judged as somewhat higher-quality programming. There, one-
(

third,(33.3t) said those shows were "poor" or."terrible'." Prime time

programming was Judged to be highest in quality; one in five (19.6t)
4.

rated them rpoor".or "terrible."

.
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Responses 'to questions on th! *mount of sex and.violence on TV,

\

the suitability of TV programming for all audiences, and the need for

moreicensorship on television suggest that the dissatisfaOion and

quality evaluations vere a function of discomfort with the content

of today's TV fare. Most felt there was too much.violence (65.9%).

and too much sex (61.4%) ftr their own tastes and viewing interests;4

only 1.3% and 6%2% felt there wasn't enough violence and sex,

respectively. While most of those who responded (again, fewer for

the morning and afternoon programs than prime time fare) arated tele-
\

. , vision programs as suitable for most audienceri, only two-thirds (68%)

1

.

for morning programs, one-fif h (19.5%) for .afternoon shows, and

one-fourth (23.3%)- :for prima isle programs rated.them as "0". and
,

acceptable for all audiences. Moreover, one in four (26.3%) aid'one
,

in fiat) (19.8%) rated afternoOn and prime.tima programming, respect-
%

ively, as "A" or :"X." Finally, when asked about theistatement, "There

should be more censorship on TV to make it suitableifor all viewers,"

12.7% expressed strong agreements an additional 21.4% said they

"soiewhat agreed" with the statement.
,

In short then, many in the sample 'were less than fully satisfied

with present programming, not onlyigiving poor marks to program

quality but also evaluating much programming as distasteful and not

suited for general, unrestricted and unsupervised consuftption. (Table

2 provides a breakdown of responses to the questions assessed in

this section.)

Awareness of and exposure to religious programs. As might

reasonably be expected, more respondents were aware of the variety

of religious programs on television than actually availed themselves

of the opportunity to watch them. Nonetheless, there was variance
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.in awareness and exposure levels across religious program types..

Slightly more than half th-i sample (53.6%1 were aware of the Sunday

morning religious programa that resemble church services; an equal

proportion (56%) expressed knowledge,of the Sunday morning program

featuring key religious peponalities like Oral Roberts, Rex Humbard

or Robert Schuler. Substantially fewer expressed awareness of
I

locally originated religious panel and discussion programs (30.4%) or-

religiousAalkishows like "The TOO Club" (37.5%). Awareness was not

an equally str1ong indicator of exposure acrOss religious programmiug

types. Whereas an overwhelming majority (84.8%) of those aware of

the charismatic personality, evangelical Sunday morning programs were :

exposed to them, fewer\than half (40.5%) watched the*Sundaymorning
\

worship style programs they were aware of. Among the entire sample,

half (49%) watched the Sunday worning church leader evangelical

programs, four in ten (40.5%) watched the religious talk show "The

TOO Club," 30.4% the religious panel and discusiion programs and 22.17

the Sunday worship services. (See Table 3) Of the programs offered,

only "The 700 Club" approaches the kind of counter-programming

envisioned by the Christian Broadcasting Network. Should exposure to

"The 700 Club", be any indication of the potential utilization of the

CBN alternative, at least among this sample, ,iewership may be

significant.

Motivations for exposure to 'The 700 Club." While not directly

related to the major research question and.analysis, an examination

of the =Ovations for viewing "The 700 Club" provides a glimpse at

the range of needs/gratifications sought leading to exposure to CHI

alternative programming. Those exposed to "The 700 Club" more than

"just about never" (n=68, 22.1% of the sample) were asked to eval-

uate nine researcl r-generated motivations for watching the program.
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Those reasons esta& to encostpass a.range of diversionary/entertain-tc-N

'Jr.' *11%.

went, functional and spiritual needsssuch a program might satisfy.
.*

Spiritual guidance seemed to be the most important factor influencitie

exposure; "to get spiritual guidsnce and fulfillment," "to learn hoit

1

a Christian'should think in today's world," and "to learn about the

Bible and what it really says" were cited by 72.1%, 71.7% and 70.2%.of

"The 700 Cluli" viewer's as "somewhat" or "very important" motivations

le*rg to exposure.. While-a majority (65.7%) mentioned "to be enter-
.

tained by the music, singing an$ commehts of the host.aud hie guests"

as."somewhat" or'"very important," far fewer cited that motivation av
I.

nvery importanto" Nearly half (42.2%) watched "because theri's nothing

else worth watching.h.Relatively few watched because someone else in

the house was doing so, While the list of t,tivations assessed is far

from complett., responses to the, mOtivatioi tems sugge4 that, at

least for this program, the Christian alternative primarily is sought

foriatisfaction of spititual/religiousi needs. How frequently:people

would seek such prograilming because of spiritual needs remains to be.

seen. (See Table 4 for responses to the motivation items.)

Potential utiliaatiiqm of the CBN aliernative. Responses.varied

considerably across proeam types and the measures of interest and

willingness to.watch CBN progre.m alternatives. Greatest interest was

expressed in. CBN prime time and early evening news alternatives; 67%

and 59.3%, respectively, cited being "somewhat" or "very interested"

in those alternatives,. Fewer expressed similar interest in the pro-

posed CBN morning (45.4%) and soap opera (44.7%) programs. Among

those expressing at least some interest, 46.6% (26.3% of the entire

sample) were willing to choose the CBN soap opera alternative if

aired oppesite.regular network soap opera preaentations; only 17.8%

(10.1% of the entire sample) said they'd stick with the nework soaps.
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.Fewer.of those interested (36%1_21.4% of the ehtire Sample) said .

they'd choose the CBN prime tit(' saternative. Despite reported in.

terest in the CAN news.alternative, only 19.3% of those interested

(13.3% of the entire sample)nwould select the CBN newscast if aired

opposite-the network news. (Table 5 provides an overview of re-

sponses to items assessed in this section.)

Differences across sample subgroups. There were a number of-.

subsample response di/fferences across the TV satisfaction, CBN inter-
.

est and CBN potential exposure items. Respondent age was related to

three of the TV Satisfaction items; older respondents were more likel;

to offer high quality evaluations of morning programming (Pearson

correlation .18 (p..01]) yet more .likely to say there was too much

sex (2.82.28 ti.4'.01]) and not enough censorship of TV programming

(rigt.21 (p...011). Age affected responses to one CBN programming
1 .

item, older people being more likely to select the CBN prime time

alternative (rale (p.:.051). Level of education was related to half

of the.satisfaction items. The more educated were less satisfied with

what was on TV (r=.21 (p.'.01]) and more likely to debunk the quality

of morning, afternoon, and prime time programming (r=.34, .26, and

.24 [all p..01]). They also were less likely to call for more

censorship (r=.13 (p. .05)). Aside from being less interested in CBN

soap operas (r=.19 (p.(.01]) and less likely to watch them (r=.11

[p.C.05]), they responded similarly to the CBN programming altern-

atives. Differences on the basis of respondent sex centered around

the amount of sex and violence on television and the need for more

censorship, women more likely to think there was too much violence

and sex ( 2=13.8 and 23.2 (both p.-.01]) and not enough censorship

(...2=23.2 (p...01]). Aside from women expressing greater interest

in CBN soap operas ("2=15.1 (p.(.01]), both sexes reaCted similarly
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t*o the CBN Programming items. Significant differences on the basis

of income level tended to:occur on the TV satisfaction items. Those

in the lower income brackets were more likoly to offer high quallty

ratings for morning programs (rs.36 (p.(.01]). They also were more

likely to think there was too much violence on TV and not enough

censorship of TV programming (r=.20 and .17 (both p.<.01]). Income-

based differences existed for CBN soap ;niers programming; those with

smaller family incomes were more likely to express interest in CBN

soap operas and select them if offered opposite regular network soap

operas (r=.18 (p..01].and .12 (p.(.05]). Finally, response differ-

ences between 'racial subgroups were frequent, centering around the CBN

progrumming.items. Non-whites expressed greater interest in CBN morn-

ing, afternoon soap opera, and early evening news alternatives re of

25.9 (p..01], 10.7 and 8.6 (p.(.05]). They'also expressed moll

willingness to select/turn to Ca morning and afternoon soap opera

alternatives (A? of 7.4 and 7.)e (p.<.05)). These data seem somewhat

paradoxical since non-whites also expressed more satisfaction with

existing TV programming (X2=13.2 (p.(.01)), were more likely to offe

h.igh quality.evaluations of network soap operas C2=17.1 (p.(.0l))

and less likely to say there was too much violence on Ole air Weg9.5

(4(.01]). There are several explanations for these racial diffvrences.

First, the sample contained relatively and numerically few non-whites.

While responses differed witbin questions when examcned respontse

category by response category, the chi-square computations may have

been adversely affected (that is, rendered unstable) due to the small

number of non-whites fitting into the.contingencx table cells. Second,

non-whites expressed stronger religious beliefs, with the later iig-

nificantly correlated with all the CI. %lternative items.
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In short, there were a number of subsample resRonse differences.

These differences tended to center around respondent satisfaction I

with present programming. Aside from response differences on the basis

of race, respondints.tended to react similarly to the measures ass-

'easing interest in end potential selection of CBN alternative prog-
, a,

ramming.

In this sample, Christian Broadcasting Network alternatives

would, at least initially, receive an audience large enough to make a

dent in the ratings and merit cAnsiderable concern among network and

station executives. For the purposes of ihis investigation, the pot-

ential, utilization figures are consistent with those focusing on

(dis)satisfaction with present programming. The following section

will examine the extent to which the satisfaction, interest and sel-

ection data are s...:I.related with each other.

Relationshi between TV satIsfaction measures and interest in

CBN alternative nrogrammina. More frequently than not, measures of

satisfaction with present programMing were unrelated to items tappinc

interest in specific CBN alternatives. (Table 8 provides the Pearson

product-moment correlation coefficients across these items.) Four of

the ten measures (satisfaction with TV nowadays, and evaluation of

morning, afternoon, ahd prime time\TV.fare with the movie ratiig

system) were unrelated to any (f.the four CBN interest measure,S. Ther
\ I

were several statistically significant relationships betweea quality

of morning, afternoon and prime time measures and ORN interest items.

They suggest, however, that level of dissatisfaction is negatively

related to degree of interest in CBN alternatives! The three remain-

ing satisfaction items appeared to be directly and systematically

related t'o interest in CBN prOgramming. Those who felt there was too

much sex or violence on the air for their tastes expressed more
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more interest in three of the four CBN.alternatives. Interest in all.,

four CIA alternatives was greater among those wanting more censorship

1
of TV content. Satisfaction indices tended to ,r4flect component item

relationships. There was no relationship between the TV rating code

index and the CHN interest items or interest -index. Scores on the sex

and_violence index were positively related to three of four CBN in-

terest items and the CHN interest index. The TV satisfaction index,

containing all ten TV satisfaction items, was negatively related to

half the CHN alternatives (morning and afternoon programming) bUt

unrelated to the CBN interest index. In short, sera Order correl-

ations suggest no strong and systematic relationship between satis-

faction vith present programming and interest in the CBN alternative.

However, these,data indicate the potential utility of a sex ad

violence dimension of Program satisfaction. Given'the Christian,

family-oriented programming alternative, the TV sex, violence, and

need for censorship items intuitively seem more direct and useful

than the more amorphous quality, movie rating,, and general satis-

faction measures.

Partial correlations were computed, ascertaining the relation-

ship between the TV satisfaction and CBN alternative programming

measures controlling for respondent demographic attributes. Magnitude

and direction of the relationships assessed were not significantly

alterud. Direct relationships between strength of religious beliefs,

satisfaction with TV programming and interest in the CBN alternative

were anticipated. When asked "How strong are yOUr religious beliefs?'

most respondents replied "somewhat" or "very strong." Despite the

somewhat skewed nature of these responses, strength of religiuus

beliefs was directly related to the perceived amount of sex, violence

and censorship items (Pearson correlations of .15, .23. and .25
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(all p. .01)) and all the CBN alternatives lamming programs I..27.,

p.<.011, soap operas (.23, p.<.01], news shows (.24, p.<.01], and

prime time prograimming (.24, p.(.011.) Partialling out strength of

religious beliefs tended to attenuate the relationships between the

satisfaction and interest items. This was evident-yith the TV sex,

violence and censorship measures.. Th4h, to: example,..desire for more

TV censorship and interest in CBN morning, afternoon, news, and

prime tint 4k\ programming decreased from .19 (p.<.01) to .14 (p.<.05),

.19 (p.<.01 to 14(p.- .01), .16 (p.<.01) to .10 (p.).05),.and
c I

.24 (p.(.0l) to .18 (p.(.05).
\ .

RelatiRnshio between TV satisfaction items and selection of
4

CBN alternative proaramming. There was a strong relationship betwegn

interest and selection of CBN alternatiVes. Pearson correlation

coefficients were .63 (p.<.01) between interest and selection of the

CBN morning lectures and discussions, .71 (p.<.01) for the CBN soap

operas, .56 (p..01) for the CBN'newscasts, and .69 (p.(.01) for CBN':

prime time. alternatives. 'the Pearson correlation coefficient for the'
4

CBN interst and selection indices wal .78 (p.<.01). As such, there

was some degree of consistency in the relationships between*the TV

satisfaction and CBN intereit.ifems on one hand and: the TV satisfact-.

ion and CBN selection items on the other. Overall satisfaction with

present TV fare and evaluations of morning, afternoon, and prime time

programs generally were unrelated to anticipated selection of CBN

alternatives. (See Table 8) Morning and afternOon movie code rating

responses were related to selection of several CBN alternatives. Per-
.

ception of TV violence was related to fewer of the CBN selection ite--

than interest mea.ures. Uowever, perceptions of TV satisfaction and

desire for more censorship remained related to anticipated selection

of CBN programs. In fact, thest, two satisfaction items were
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significantly associated yith eachof the foui CBN alternatives. For

both, the relationship was strongest with selection of CBN prime time

programs (Pearson correlatlions of .26 (p..01] with amount of per-

ceived TV sex and .22 (p.{.01] with the need for more TV censorship.)

Again, satisfaction inices reflected component item relationships;.

only the TV violence an sex index was consistently related to the'

selection of CBN progratming measures. Partialling out demographics

did little to the rela4onships under consideration. Once again

these relationships tended to, be attenuated, although not negated,

when strongth of religious beliefs was statistically controlleefor.

TV satisfaction as a.progctor of_ApIerest and selection of W

alternatives. The ten measures of TVIsatisfaction yere entered into

regression equations with each of the CBN interest and selection item

as well as the CBN interest and selection indices. Multipke correl-
, s/

ation coefficients ranged from .39 (predicting interest in CBN..news

prcgrams) to .55 (predicting interest in CBN soap operas). None of

the satisfaction measures were consistently strong (or weak) pre-

diCtors of interest and anticipated selection of CBN programming

alternatives. The multiple correlation between the,TV satisfaction

ifeas and the CBN interest index was .51, accounting for 26% of the

\

variande. The multiple correlation betweewthe TV sati-faction items

and the CBN selection index was .48, accountking for 23% of the var-
o \

iance. (See Table 9)

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis,of.existing research and theory, it was hypothesize(

that dissatisfaction with present forms of network television would

.predict audience interest in an alternative to typical TV fare,

in this case, the Christian r!roadcasting Network. The hypothesis

received some supportyseveral satisfaction items in the indepdndent
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measure.were related to interest in and exposure to CBN alternatives.

.
Specifically, people who felt there vas too much sex or violence

, and/or felt there should be more censorship of present television

programs were(a) more likely to express interest.in Christian

Broadcasting Network alternatives and (b) more likely to view those

alternatives if faced with a CBN-standard network Programming choice.

satisfactioi items more content specific and related to the message

content of the-alterWive Christian network 'proved to be better

pradictors of choice between standard network viewing and viewing of

the Christian.Broadcasting Networko Thus, resclarchers may be vise to

utilize specific and relevant (to the dependent variable), measures

of satisfaction rather than more.general, content free measures.

How many people actually will watch the C3N alternatives? Data

presented in this papor oan only support the position that a sizable

minority penrie.sre willing to give those programs a try. Ob-

viously, the quality and execution of the CBN alternatives will

effect future interest and exposure both among those who have in-

As.:ated present inte;est and perhaps even among those who have not

presently expressed dny interest in the Christian Broadcasting

Network.



TAXI{ 1

CHARA=RISTICS OF ME SAME*

Sex
Male
Female..

uP135r
. 'n=173

(43.00
(56.2Z)

.

Education
Lesstthen 6th grade nmly (5.00
Same high school n1=28 1 (9.60
Xi& school degreu 0013.5 (39.5%) .

Some college -n069 (23.7%)

College degree(s) n062 (21.3Z)

Age
le 29

. 30s
n079
num57

(27:00
(19.30

,

40s nP49 (16.00
50s nP45 (15.4Z)

.

60s n=43 (14.7Z)
Older (640

Family Income
<$10,000 nos65 (26.00

' $10,000420,000 nP104 02.60
$20,000430,000 np54 (22.2%)

>030,000 ni$21 (8.00

Race
White n0270 (91.50
Non-white nP25 (0.50

*percentages based on those providing an answer to the question
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*TABLE 2

SATISFACTION Ifni PRESENT PRP:RAISING

General Satisfaction

"Rom satisfied wee you
with what's on TV
nowadays?"

Quality of Television

ProMmming

liming megrims like
game shaft
Discounting "don't know ft

Afternoon programa like
sonp.operas
Discounting "don't know"

Prime time evening
programs
Discounting "don't know"

Program Ratings

Morning programs like.
game Ohms
Discounting "don't know"

Percent espoad

Very SomeWhat
Satisfied 3a5isfied

5.0 41.3

Not- Not
Very Satisfied

Satisfied a; All

44.2 9.3

.Percent Responding

4.2. 2244 16.9 11.4 9.4 35.7
6.6 34.8 26.3. 17.7 14.6

6.2 15.0 17.6 11.7 15.3 34.2
9.4 , . 22.0 26.7 17.8 23.3

31.6 -37.1 12.4
6.6 334 39.9 13.3 6.3

43.1

68,0

Afternoon programs like
soap operas 13.0
Discounting "don't know" 19.5

Prime time evening
programs 19.8
Discounting "don't know" 23.3

Percent Responding

17.& 1.6 1.0 36.6
27.0 2.6 1.5

36.2 15.3
54.1 22.9

40.4
56.9

14.9

2.3 33.2
3.4

1.9 14.9
17.6 2.3

(continued)
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TABLE 2 continued

Amount. of Sex and
Violator* au TV

S.ex

Violence

Need for More
TV Censorship

"ThEre should be a
lOt more censorship
on TV to make it
more suitable for
all viewers"

Percent Responaing

joess......zstist.atc
.6.2 23.6 61.4 6.3

27.3 65.9 . 5.5

4.
Percent Respcoding

StronglY Sosswhat Somewhat Strongly
roe DK

28.6 35.4 21.4 12.7 1.9

sf

"



TABlag 3

AWARENESS AND EXPOSURE TO RELIGIOUS PROGRAMING

Percent Respondixg

Pro Aram Category Yee No DX

Sunday morning "worship"
services ,programs:

awareness of.programs 53.6 41.6 4.9
exposure to them 40.5 57.1 2.4

(22.1% of
entiie sample)

Sunday morning charismatic,

leader, evangelical programs:
a.

awareness of programs 56.0 42.0 2.0

exposure to them 84.8 14.0 1.1
(49% of
entire sample)

Sunday morning religious
panel and discussion
programs:

awareness of programs 30.4 60.3 1.3
exposure to them 73.2 24.7 2.1

(23.1% of
entire sample)

Religious talk shOw programs:

awareness of programs 37.5 61.2 1.3
exposure to "The 700 Club" 40.5 56.3 3.3

Note: "Exposure" figures for worship, charismatic, and panel programs
reflect.the percentage of those "aware" of the program type.
"Exposure" to "The 700 Club" was determinld fram a question
addressed to all in the sample.



TABLE 4

MOTIVATIONS LEADING TOMOS= TO "THB 700 CLUB"
.

,

Perm.; Responding

Not
Very SOmewbat Not Very Important

Motivation Item

to be entertained
by the music,
singing and
comments of the
host and his
guests

to get spiritual
guidance and
fulfillment

to be able to call
in for prayeri and
counseling

to learn about
politics and What's
right and wrong in
America today

because there's
nothing else on
worth watching

to learn how a
Christian should
think in today's
.uorld

because someone
else in the house
is watching it

to learn about the
Bible and what it
really says

to learn who to vote
for and what kind of
laws to accept

(n068)

*1

.20,6 44.1 19.1 14.7 1.5

47.1 25.0 11.0 14.7 1.5

29.9 19.4 16.4 - 31.3 3.0

30,9 26.5 16.2 23.5 2.9

174 22.4 19.4 35.8 4.5

44,0 26.9 9.0 16.4 3.0

10.4 11.9 19.4 56.7 1.5

49.3 20.9 11.9
.

16.4 1.5

22.4 16.4 -..14.9 44.8 1.5

.



TABLE 5

INTEREST AND PCTEITTIAL UTILIZATION OF CBE PROGRAMING

Zrzira

, (morning) lectures and
panels--

(afternoon) Soap operas

(early evening) neis

(prime time) dramas,
situation-comedies and
variety shows

Program type

(morning) lectures and
panels

(afternoon) soap operas

441,

(early evenin%) news

(prime time) dramas,
situation-comedies and
variety shows

nte t Pt

Percent Responding .

not at
all not very somewhat very *-

interesttd interested inmsted interested DX

31.1 19.2

40.3 ',Ala.

25.6 10.8

23,9 6.4

35..8 9.6 4.3

29.0 , ,15.7 3.3

41.8 17.5 4.4.

45.5 21.5 .2.7

Program Selection if Aired Opposite
.,letwork Countervattle

Percent Responding

CBE Network
Pro Aram' Program Both Neither DK

37.2 26.0 10.7 16.8 9.2
(23.7X of
entire sample)

46.6 17.0 13.8 14.4 7.5
(26.3X of
entire sample)

19.3 48.1 24.1 .9 7.5

(13.3X of
entire sample)

30.0 23.2 31.4 2.7 12.7

(21.4% of
entire sample)

*among phose not indicating being "not at all 2.nterested" in the particular
121 alternative

.



4ileaeure

ell...laity of

.amrning TV
excellent-
good

fair-
terkible

uality of
afternoon'TV

!pod

terrible

TABLE 6

TV SATISFACTION: =SPONSE DIFFERENCES BASED. ON SAMPLE'
DEMOtBAFRIC ATTRIBUTES

A Education Sex Income , Race
elm soma

than no college/

29.950.0 40.4 25.9

'70.4 50.0 59.6 14.1

32.4 29.2 40.9 16.6

67.6 70.8 59.1 83.4

qua1ity of
prime time TV
excellent-
good 43.7 37.9

fair-
terrible

19.6 27.6

56.3 67.1 50.4 72.4

rating of morn-
ing TV "G" 70.1 64.5 70.0 66.2

29.9 35.5 30.0 33.8

rztl.ng of after-
noon TV "G" 17.7 20.4 21.2 14.1
tixtt.tixit 82.3 79.6 70.8 85.9

:ating of prime
time "G" 19.7 25.9
sTG01.11%.2F 00.3 74.1

24.6 20.1
75.4 79.9

more censorship?
58.2 69.5 71.2

no 41.8 30.5 20.8

-doleace:

too much
not enough/
right amount
sex: too much
not enough/ .

right amount

62.1 76.7 73.9

37.9 23.3 26.1
48.8 80.1 68.0

51.2 19.9 32.0

56.5
43.5

65.3

34.7
63.2

36.8

-20

43.5 39.6. 46.2

56.5 60.4 53.8

19.1 39.6 36.1.

Os

80.9 60.4 63.9

45.7 37.0 42.5

54.3 63..0 57.5

700 66.7 68.6
30.0 3343 31.4

24.4 16.5 20.9
75.6 03.5 79.1

29.1 21.3 30.9
70.9 78.7 79.1

57.7 74.5 67.9
42.3 25.5 32.1

58.8 72.8 73.0

41.2 22.2 27.0
52.5 75.7 66.6

47.5 24.3 33.4

*MO

420 non-
h :au *its .

S.

18.6. 37.9 57.9

81.4 62.1 42.1

14.6. 27.1 70.0

85.4 72.9 30.0

35.7 49.1 56.5

64.3 60.9 43.5

61.9 66.1 80.0
38.1 33.9 20.0

15.2 18.3 28.5
84.8 81.7 71:4

30.3 22.9 28.0
69.7 77.1 72.0

49.4 63.9 72.0
50.6 36.1 23.0

59.1 70.8 58.3

40.9 29.2 41.7
59.1 66.9 50.0

40.9. 33.1 50.0

Note: significance tests between sub-groups were imparted prinr *.o collapcirg
categories as they are presented in the table

2 7



TABU 7

=TERM IN CEN ALTEPATIVE: REPONSE DIE:WINCES USED ON SAME
DENOGRAIRIC ATTRINITZES

AAe Education Sam
lees some et
than no college/

reasure 40 404. college *more M P
is ON a good
idea?
great-good 74.0
tad-terrible 26.0

interest in ON
education prom
very-someOhat 45.8
not very-not at
all 54.2
ftgereet in CNN
,oap operas
very-gloom/bat 52.9
not very-not at
all 57.1
interest in CNN
neuv prose.
very-somewhat 634
not very-not at

36.9
interest La CNN

prone.
.ery-somewhat 64.1
not wry- not at
all 35.9
viewing choice in
mornin3 programs
CBIT educational

progs. 34.1
some of both 12.9
network game shows/
neither 53.0
viewing choice in
afternoon prop.
CBU soap operas 46.4
some of both 14.5
rework soap
operas/neither 39.1
Niewing choice in
news programs
CBN news 17.2
some of both 21.5

73.2
24.8

48.0

52.0

45.7

51.3

60.5

39.5

72.7

.27.3

49.4
11.5

39.1

53,9

15.7

30.4

25.2
29.3

;wow Race

.20 +20 non-

thous. thou', white white

76.0 70.7 72.1 77.5 78.1 74.7 73.9 79.1

23.2 29.3 27.9 22.5 21.9 25.3 263 20.9

54.2 38.1 44.1.51.3 534 40.0 .43.9 84.0

45.8 61.9 55.9 40.7 46.9 60.0 56.1 16.0

53.9 34.1 37.3 55.2 50.0 36.1 43.9 76.0

46.1 65.9 62.7 44.0 50.0 63.9 57.1 24.0

64.9 56.8 63.4 63.9 64.6 65.8 59.5 84.0

35.1 43.2 36.6 36.1 .35.4 34.2 40.5 16.0

70.6 65.9 64.7 75.0 74.4 62.2 68.4 70.8

29.4 34.6 35.3 24.2 25.6 37.8 31.6 29.2

45.9 35,6 38.6 42.6 41.6 42,2 38.1 70.0

12.2 12.3 8.6 13.9 13.9 4.4 12.9 5.0

41.9 52.1 52.9 44.5 44.5 53.4 49.0 25.0

53,2 45.3 60.0 46.0 52.5 48.5 47.9 72.2

6.5 10.9 10.9 16.0 14.1 9.0 14,1 22.2

40.3 43.8 29.1 30.0 33.4 43.5 38,0 5.6

27.4 12.3 19.3 21.7 24.4 17.3 19.8 31.8

27.6 34.8 28.9 20.8 21.0 30.8 27.3 13.6

(continued)



TABLE 7 continued

Ape
less

than
Izeasure 40 404-

vntwork newel
nAther 61.3
viewing choice in
rrime-time progs.
OH prime-time 25.0
some of both 40.5
network prime-
time/neither 34.5

4#MFlOaq
80MO

no college/
college more

Income Race

-20 +20 non-
ffious, thous. white wh4e

45.5 55.0 52.9 51.8 57.5 54.6

42.3 39.6 26.7 31.6 35.5 37.9
32.7 31.6 41.9 35.5 35.5 373.

25.0 28.0 31.4. 32.9 29.0 25.0

51.9

24.5
38.8

36.7

52.9 54.5

33.3 47.4
37.4 21.1

29.2 31.5

Note: significance tests between sub-groups were imparted prior to collapsing
categories as they are presented in the table

1
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ShOblITUDB ay BBLATIONSNIP BITHEBN TV SATISFACTION
AND CBN ALUM= FROINUMUNG ITEMS

CU Al ;emotive Proa!spiv Itamt &Max

Satiefaqtion Interest le'CBN
item/Index` Promote

tat progs
qual am prog
qual aft pros
qual pm prog
mut violence
amt sex
am code
aft code
pm code
consordhip
cuel pros
index
sex violence
index
code index
tot sat
Index

am aft
lect soap

Selection ef CBN
Programs-I

Inter-
Inter- Selec- est-Sel-

eve pm est am aft eve pm tion action/DOWS prauLlais.j.gassdexx
-.08 ..07 .10a .07 .04 .03 -.05 .08 .09
.02 ..,17b .06 .01 .04 15a ..03 -.06 .06

sh.11 -.25b .04 .01 -.08 .03 ,.06 w.02 17a
-.10a -.13a -.06 .02 4..06 .08 .09 .0 .08c
.10a .11a .10 .17b .16b .10 .07 .08 .16°
.09 13a .10 20 .21b 10. 10 .17b 26b
.10 .06 .11 .11 .09 15a .16a .08 .09c
.03 .05 .05 .05 .08 .03 .18a .18b .20°
.05 .07 .10c .08c .10 .05 .09, .00 .0819b 19b .16o .24° .26b .14b 15°

.11a .22b

.16a -.30b -.01 -.02 -.15a .06 .08 ON). 14g.

.06 .16b .17b 25b .22b 14a 13a 16b .26b

.10 .06 .09 .09 .11 .09 .19a .11 .16a

.24b -.19a -.01 -.01 -.08 .02 -.06 .07 .15

.04 .4-.01

.03 .04
18a

.09
..17b

.07

-.02
.07

.05
..19b

Sipa

.00

.28

.03

.13a

.27b

.12,

.19°

.06
21b

.0,2

24b
.17a

.04

All figures are Pearson product-moment correletion coefficients
p.05

b
p,.01

1TV satisfactiOn items are coded such that higher scores equal
more dissatisfaction.

2
interest in CBN programming items are coded such that higher
scores equal more interest.

3Selection\of CBN. programming alternatives are coded such that
higher scores equal selection-of CBN alternatives.

. 10
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TAUB 9

PREDICTIVS UTILITI OF THE SATISFACTION ITSMS

Item

deed for more TV censorthip
quality of morning programs
amount of sex on TV .

quality of afternoon programs
movie code rating of
morning programs
movie code rating of prime
time.programs
general satisfaction with
what's on TV.
amount of violence on TV
movie code rating of
afternoon programs
quality of prime time programs

Item

Amount of sex on TV
quality of morning programming
amount of violence on TV
Reed for more ceneordhip
movie code rating for
morning programs
general satisfaction with
uhat's on TV
movie code rating for prime
time programs
movie code rating for
afternoon programs
quality of prime time programs

Interest in ON Programing Alternatives

Standardised
Beta Multiple R R Sguare

.28 .33 .11

-.23 .42 .18

.32 .46 .21

..12 .48 .23

.

.15 .50 .25

-.14 .50 .26

.07 .51 .26

48 .51 .26

..02 .51 .26

-.01 .51 .26

Anticipated Selection of CBN Programming
Alternatives

Standardised
Beta Multiple R R Sguare

.35 .27 .07

-.17 .36 .13

.40 .40 .16

.17 .43 .18

.14 .46 .21

.10 .47 .22
.

.13 .47 .22

.u6 .48 .23

.01 .48 .23

3 1

:t
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